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Trywerrn
“A few team members
were sensible and decided
that bed was a better
option so’s to have a clear
head for paddling the
next day. Others were not
so sensible!! Then came
the Aftershocks !!!! “

Blastathon
“The overnight encampment meant that a few
hardy drinkers managed
to hang around til sun up.
No prizes for guessing
who!”
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Jolly Trolley Dollies hit The Alps

Doing out bit for AngloFrench relations.

My brain reverberated with a
familiar sound; unfortunately it
was not a familiar time. Although I knew that there was a
reason for getting out of bed at
an unearthly hour, I could not
quite recall what it was…..
Pching! It suddenly dawned
on me. ‘I was going to the
Alps!’
I was so excited. The spectacle of brightly coloured plastic
greeted us at the airport. It
looked totally bizarre, as demonstrated by the clearly bemused looks that other passengers gave us. Everyone
else was already there - waiting impatiently. The air was
full of the usual tensions that
precede a check in. I resisted
the urge to jump around like an
annoying puppy – this was to
be my first paddling trip
abroad!

“Again, we were
asked whether we
wanted to walk up
to ‘Old Unrunable’.
Again, we all
confidently cried,
‘Next time!”

Check in time! Picture this
…..nine huge lumps of plastic,
eleven people, two paddle
bags and numerous pieces of
luggage wondering around like
headless chickens. If you want
quick service at an airport cause chaos! Another counter
was soon opened for us. However, our triumph was short
lived when they demanded £15
for each boat, as a handling
charge. Did the guys loading
the boats ever receive their
£135? No – I don’t think so!!
After Dave had found, what
passed for, proper coffee;
Martin had had his fill of fried
breakfast and everyone was
generally feeling fat and full,
we found ourselves on a plane
bound for Geneva. What - no
hassle?

The Dranse

Everything was going so well.
Boats and baggage had all
been reclaimed and we were
waiting for Manu.
We
waited.....and
waited…..and
waited.
Questions were
asked. Had Dave given Manu
correct flight details? Where
did Manu meet the party last
time? And most crucially, had
Dave brought Manu’s mobile
number?
Unfortunately, the
answer to the last question
was no. Spirits began to flag.
Eventually, just as we had
given up hope of ever being
collected a shout of cheer went
up as Manu plus another

driver, two mini buses and a
trailer arrived.
It transpired
that Manu had taken a wrong
turn in Geneva and had spent
45 minutes trying to find the
airport. Hurray! We were on
our way. In just a few hours
time we would be on the river.

back and forth, mostly in
French. They were obviously
hyped up from their river run.
Their high jinks overflowed to
the lunch table and culminated
in the most revolting, but hilarious, food fight I have ever
witnessed.

The journey to Thonon-lesBains seemed to take forever
but eventually we arrived at the
campsite. We were greeted
and made to feel very welcome
by the French. I am ashamed
to say that I’ve already forgotten most of their names. Various caravans were pointed out
to us and we dumped our kit.
By now it was late morning and
we were beginning to feel very
hungry.

Initially, only insults and bits of
bread were being thrown back
and forth. Then it progressed
to chunks of banana. The
climax of the fight was a work
of art and involved careful
preparation. One of the older
boys, probably in his early
twenties, chewed some bread
and banana together with
swigs of water. He then went
to one of the smaller boys, who
had been particularly verbal
during the insult phase, and
spewed out the contents of his
mouth. Who said that French
meal times are civilised affairs?
We did not know whether to
laugh or cry.

Assisted by the not so lovely
Dave, Manu set to work creating a culinary delight for lunch
– cheesy pasta – it was delicious!
Sadly, the assistant
insisted on hacking the onions
to death; Jamie Oliver would
have been mortified.
The
French just found it too painful
to observe. A few of us, who
couldn’t bear it any longer,
went off to collect the French
paddlers from their morning
run. This proved to be as
equally entertaining.
At first glance the Dranse, a 10
minute drive from the campsite, seemed a pretty harmless, but beautiful, little river. It
was set in stunning alpine
scenery; snow capped mountains framed the view. There
was fresh green foliage all
about, and rocks lay in and
around the river. The water,
which was ice melt, was a
refreshing pastel green colour.
I was overcome by a sense of
wonderment; only a few hours
ago I had been back in the
U.K. and here I was - transplanted into the heart of the
French Alps.
As we waited at the get out
point, the French boys, some
of whom were only about 11,
came into view. They alighted
from their boats and secured
them to the trailer with military
precision; it was an impressive
operation. Then the fun and
games started.
During the journey home the
older boys decided to show off.
There was lots of banter going

With the high jinks over it was
time to head to the river. Energy levels were beginning to
wane, what with having been
awake for 12 hours, but we
were determined to make the
most of the time we had. However, when the question of
whether we wanted to paddle
the upper grade 5+ section
arose there was a categorical
resounding ‘no!’ from everyone
in the English party. Two of
the French boys, Mattias and
Julian, confidently strode up
the river to get on at the
‘Exfrans’ or ‘Old Unrunable’.
We ‘confidently’ told each
other, ’Tomorrow!’
My heart was thumping quite
enough at the thought of the
grade 3+ section. There was a
play wave immediately in front
of the get on; we had already
watched somebody come a
cropper there. Their boat had
become pinned between two
boulders and they were
perched on another boulder.
This image really inspired confidence!!
Finally, the moment that I had
been eagerly anticipating arrived. I was on the river. I
could not believe how fast the
water was flowing. The beautiful river turned into a boulder
obstacle course. I watched
two French people deliberately, and successfully, splat a
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boulder in front of me; a boulder that seemed to take up the
whole river. A third person
came a cropper. I was hypnotized by the sight in front of
me. My first mistake! The
boulder started to race forward
towards me – there was no
escaping.
My dream quickly turned into a
nightmare as I found myself
upside down, pinned against
the boulder. My deck would
not pop – it too was pinned
against the boulder! After the
initial panic, which seemed to
last forever, I resigned myself
to the fact that this was it. But
it was not! Slowly, I felt my
legs bending and twisting. I
was moving.
I was being
forced out of the boat. I had
been washed around the side
of the boulder. My legs felt like
pipe cleaners. My lungs felt as
if they were going to burst as
they cried out for oxygen. And
then I felt the ecstasy and pain
of the first gasp of air - I had
made it!!
After being reunited with my
boat, paddle and the rest of the
party we headed on down the
river. My confidence had been
severely dented. From that
moment on I made a concerted
effort to avoid all boulders.
Unfortunately, I could not avoid
Simon, who managed to wipe
me out. Luckily, the boulder
experience had not affected
my ability to roll. And oh boy!
There sure was a lot of rolling
done that afternoon.
Not everyone had such a harrowing experience.
The
French boys were amazing.
Their confidence knew no
bounds. They spent an awful
lot of time aiming for, and on,
the boulders. Richard did an
impressive front loop, on a flat
water section.
Martin and
Helen also had an enjoyable
afternoon as they casually
strolled along the river, blissfully unaware of the horrors
that lay below. Surprisingly,
we all managed to meet at the
get out point together.
As we started to get dressed
the
weather
turned
‘unfashionably English’. The
rain clouds started to gather
overhead, but they did not
dampen
our
enthusiasm.
Laughter and bubbly chatter
mingled with the rain drops. I
could not wait for the next day!
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We went back to the campsite
for a ‘few’ beers and to sample
some more of Manu’s wonderful cuisine; Dave’s favourite
meal was served up for dinner,
Crozet avec Beaufort, or gastronome locale. Unfortunately,
it went to Rodeo Grandude’s
head, who then went on ‘a
cheese induced glass breaking
rampage’
(Andy
Newell’s
words).
However, this was
nothing compared to what he
was to do with Chris (Richard’s
dad) at Geneva airport the
following day……
Sunday morning arrived bright
and sunny, unlike the previous
evening when we’d had to
huddle under tarpaulin to eat
our dinner. I had a brilliant
night’s sleep – I’m not sure that
this was the case for everyone,
but then I did choose my
sleeping partners very carefully!!

at Geneva airport. Now what
should we do with our time?
We were too early to check in,
and the bar was upstairs.
Where there’s a will there’s a
way! I suddenly observed a
kayak being manhandled into a
lift; after all, you can’t take a
kayak on an escalator – can
you?
Twenty minutes later we were
sat on a sun terrace with our
beers;
boats
successfully
parked in the corner of the bar.
What could be more relaxing
on a Sunday afternoon? Little
did we know, as we sat soaking up the sun, that the highlight was yet to come…..
All too soon it was time to
check in again.
Obviously,
boats would have to be manoeuvred into lifts. Now I know
that I’d had a large beer, on a
hot sunny afternoon, but even
that does not explain what I
witnessed next.

Following a continental breakfast, we soon found ourselves
back on the river bank. Again,
we were asked whether we
wanted to walk up to ‘Old Unrunable’. Again, we all confidently cried, ‘Next time!’
Again, Matthias and Julian
decided to do a grade 5 warm
up. In Italy they would have
been called ‘The ‘Testeronis’!
We only had about fifty minutes to crash down the river,
as Manu needed to get us
back to Geneva so that the
French could start their eleven
hour journey home.

Despite the ‘no trolleys’ sign,
Dave, Chris and a boat on a
trolley were spotted going
down an escalator. Unfortunately, none of us had a camera to hand. Even knowing
Dave and his eccentricities, we
were not prepared for the
sight.. Just imagine the expressions on the faces of the
people around us. Maybe it
was picked up on CCTV;
maybe one day we’ll get to see
it on T.V. We can always
hope.

Foolish of what! Two minutes
into our journey and we
passed my rock. No! It did not
take up half the river, as certain people took great delight
in pointing out to me, but I’m
sure that somebody had
shrunk it during the night. I’m
sticking to my story!

Once again, we found ourselves on the sun terrace. Sat
back, in an alcoholically induced haze, I had a vision of
the ‘Jolly Trolley Dollies’ sailing
down the escalator. Then, a
surreal feeling suddenly overwhelmed me as I thought,
Friday I was at work, Monday I
will be at work, ‘but wow! What
a weekend!

By now I had regained my
confidence. The sun was shining. The scenery was as stunning as ever, and yes, ‘the hills
were alive with the sound of
music’. We had fifty minutes of
crashing through big bouncy
water. I had to agree with Fred
when he said, ‘This is how
rivers should be run!’
Four hours later, after saying
our farewells to the French and
promising that we would all
meet up at the Dart in November, we found ourselves back

Nearing the end

“Once again, we
found ourselves on
the sun terrace.
Sat back, in an
alcoholically
induced haze, “

- Vicki Rolls

Milling around the get
in
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HURLEY BITES THE DUST - ABINGDON GOES ON
THE BLASTATHON BEATS THE WATER SHORTAGE BY
THE SKIN OF IT`S TEETH

Liz aims for the ball

Y`all betta believe it folks,
lack of water may have
caused the cancellation of
the Hurley Classic but the
Blastathon is made of sterner
stuff and on Saturday 11th
June we squeezed the last
drops out of the weir to hold
a concept busting mind expanding competition. There
was a record Ladies entry
and the friendly nature of
the stopper encouraged
competitors to double their
points by throwing away
their paddles. In fact it was
obligatory to try paddleless
moves if you were to stand a
chance in the top rankings.
The competition was run under last year`s rules more or

“the friendly nature of the
stopper encouraged
competitors to double their
points by throwing away
their paddles”

less. New for this year was
batter the ball, surely a firm

Louise

favourite for next
year.
The international
representation
was depleted
with both Irish and
Scottish Andys
being out of the
country and Mr
Hodge getting
drunk at some
works do and
Richard and Michael doing the same at
some fancy dress party. The
standard however was as
high as ever with the best of
the two runs scoring. Marcus
pipped Chris to the post with
55 points. The Giant Killer
Trophy however
must go to Simon
who notched up
an impressive 45
points on his second run to take
third place
ahead of Neil
Taunt who despite some impressive paddleless air guitar
notched up 42.
The under 18
section was somewhat under
represented but Lee Royle

Move

Possible score

Single forward blast

1

Stabilized forward blast

2

Reverse Blast

2

Reverse stabilized blast

3

360 degree spin

3

180 degree spin

2

Dandelion

3

Paddle Spin

2

Throw n catch

2

Air Guitar

2

Style/Pose/Creativity

1-3

Role in the hole R.I.H.

1

Batter the ball+ paddle

BTB/P

1

Batter the ball+ body part

/BP

2

Batter the ball+ boat

/B

3

won with 39 points which
also put him in 6th place in
the mens.
A record entry of 8 in the
Ladies event saw Vicky beat
Wendy by a half point at 33
and a half. Some nifty paddlefree moves and some
mean ball battering with
body parts meant high scoring by all competitors.
Each category is only scoreable once per round.
After the competition began
the serious business of barbying. The overnight encampment meant that a few
hardy drinkers managed to
hang around til sun up. No
prizes for guessing who!
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The Results
MENS

FIRST RUN

SECOND RUN

Marcus Holburn

49

55

Chris Wheeler

44

51

Simon Knox

33

45

Niel Taunt

38

42

Matt Attree

43

40

Lee Royle

21

39

Chris Pembroke

10

24

Lee Gill

15

21

Dave Surman

19

13

Alistair Wilson

14

13

Dave W

9

10

Vicky Rolls

25

33.5

Wendy Williamson

27

33

Louise Royle

20.5

14.5

Lisa Parke

10

19

Lucille Savin

15

16

Liz Garnett

8

11

Anna

7

8

LADIES

Vicki clobbers the ball

“After the competition
began the serious
business of barbying.
The overnight
encampment meant
that a few hardy
drinkers managed to
hang around til sun
up. No prizes for
guessing who!”

Referees Mark and Ben

AND NOW FOR THE RODEO GRANDUDE PAGE!!!!! -WHATZA COMIN
UP?
FRIDAY JULY 8th AUNT
SALLY NIGHT The Fox,
Steventon. 8PM

have to sort their own
transport.
SCOTLAND 05 WOW!!

Be there prompt to sort
teams!!
K.C.C./ P.YC.C. Alpine
Extravaganza July22July30-Aug6.
It`s all a go. Numbers stand
at 21 at present. If anyone
else wants to come they`ll

I am in the process of trying
to book the chalet at Roybridge for the week commencing Saturday 22 October, the week I can go because of half term. Watch
this space!! Let me know if
you wanna be part of this
cool idea.

COMIN UP Nene and
Treweryn trips
t.b.a
Why does Matt ever
bother with paddles?
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Kayak Improvers Course
(For those over 18 yrs old only)
Starting Tuesday 12th July 2005
Bash the Ba;;!!!

For five weeks
Last session 16th August
(no session on 26th July)
Optional 2 star test later (date to be
agreed)
Cost is £35 (£25 if on the previous 1 star
course)

New club contact numbers:
The following phone
numbers are dedicated
numbers for the KCC
Secretary.
Mobile: 07017476240
Home: 08708742940

Venue is the riverbank, Wilsham Road, Abingdon
All kayaking equipment supplied
For further information and to book a place
(strictly limited)
Contact
Ian Domville
1 Saxon Road
Benson, Wallingford
Don't get hooked on Canoeing!!

Bright boats a dusk

On a recent foray into Swift
Ditch to clear a fallen tree
just above the first drop I
had sawn it up and was in
the process of moving the
debris. In climbing out onto
the bank in the weir pool I
felt a prick in my leg and
found myself caught on this
lure. 2 barbed prongs were
firmly embedded in my calf.
They took some digging out!
Moral of the story..... Do not
got tramping around in the

ditch without
protective
trousers!
- Alistair Wilson
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Diary
KCC Events
Event

Date

Organiser

Bridgewater Canal

July 9th/10th

Tony Wilkins

Three Star Kayak
Training Course
Alps Trip

16th -17th July

Roger Wiltshire

One or two weeks either or begining July
23rd/30th
6th - 7th August

Dave Surman

13/14 Aug

Claire Cheong-Leen

27-29 Aug

Claire Cheong-Leen

4th September

Helen & Glyn Carter

tidal races/
rockhopping weekend, Anglesey
Sea kayak, South
Coast somewhere
sea kayak/surf, St
David's area
Introduction to White
Water, Nene White
Water Centre
Coach Level II Training
Todd Morris Memorial
KCC Triathlon
Milford haven

Claire Cheong-Leen

10th - 11th September Roger Hiley
Saturday Sept 18th

Dave Hodgkinson

August 26th -29th

Tony Wilkins

Septemember 10th 11th
7th-9th October

Tony Wilkins

October 14th - 16th

Tony Wilkins

River Wye

October 29th - 30th

Tony Wilkins

St. Patricks Stream

November 20th

Tony Wilkins

Poole Harbour
4 Star Sea Kayak
training
River Dart (Loop)

Contact the trip organser
directly for more details.

Roger Hiley

The diary is kept up to date
at:
http://
www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.
uk/diary.asp

4 Star Training & As- 10th - 11th December Roger Wiltshire
sessment Kayak,
South Wales
River Cherwell
December 18th
Tony Wilkins

Oxford Coaching Panel Events
Event
2006 Planning

Date
Tues 18th October

Organiser
Alistair Wilson

Meeting

Mon 5th December

Pete Collins

Other Events
Event
Stoneley T&C Show

Date
Other Details
August 26-29

Treweryn Coaching Festival

Sept 3-4

BCU Sea Kayaking Festival

Sept 2-4

Southampton Boat Show

Sept. 16-25

Lakes Open Boat Symposium

Nov. 11-14

Welcomw to the nene
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“Luckily, aftershots
and my memory don’t
mix very well and I
suddenly became
forgetful of events
which may have taken
place “

Lucille on the Café wave

“I missed his not so
conventional way of
running the drop,
which was, to capsize
at the top of the first
drop, go over the
second drop still
upside down, but roll

THE TRASHER

TRYWERYN
Myself and McMoan sped
our way to North Wales all
excited for the upcoming
weekend. We were the first
to arrive at The Goat,
a pleasant pub with
comfy sofa’s and a
warm welcome. The
landlord showed us to
our room, we followed
him up the stairs, along
a corridor, through a
door and into the garden, it had it’s very
own air conditioning,
Great. We set about
putting the tent up, suddenly
there was a bad smell,
Hodgy’s arrived I thought,
but no, couldn’t see him anywhere. Later when I enquired, it turns out that the
sess pitt was in drastic need
of attention !!
We settled down to dinner
and waited for the other’s to
arrive. Anna was next to
appear, then in dribs and
drabs the rest of the team
finally made it in time for a
few beers and a comfortable sofa. An early night
was had ready for the next
days event.
Saturday morning, after a
good hearty breakfast, for
some (my stomach was doing
nervous belly flips), we all
met down at the Tryweryn
Centre for tickets. Some
people had chosen to do the
upper Tryweryn first. Myself,
Anna and Claire decided to
opt out of this having had a
wee look earlier !!! It was
Claire’s first time on White
Water so she had a valid
excuse, me and Anna were
just being wimps ! Sensible
wimps I might add !
We watched from the bank
as the group descended
down the top half. All did

20TH –22ND

MAY

well with no major accidents
although wee Dave had a
bumpy out of boat experience on the Graveyard, if
that wasn’t bad enough, he’d

lost one of his shoes on the
journey. Now for a male,
that may not be to concerning, but to a female, they
may never have been able
to carry on !!
Anna, Claire and myself
headed down to the Campsite playwave to join the rest
of the team to start the next
stage of the adventure.
The river is a grade 2 with a
grade 4 rapid. The rapids
are steady and smallish,
(depending on which scale
you go by in your own
head.). For the more experienced paddlers they may
have a fear of contracting
Riga Mortis half way through
the journey. To myself and
possibly a less experienced
person, this is a raging river
with huge wave formations
and abundance of rocks with
a potential danger of swimming. Which Claire did
within the first 10 minutes,
this seemed to have an effect on her because, for the
rest of the river she was
ploughing on through and
manoeuvring round rocks
quite at ease with it all. Well
done.
The grade 4 rapid is at Bala
Mills Falls, this can be easily
portaged. We all got out
and had a look, some decided that it would be a
better spectator sport, and

some decided to have a go !
I’m not sure in which order
the first group went down,
but Wee Dave was one of
them, I missed his not so conventional way of running
the drop, which was, to
capsize at the top of the
first drop, go over the
second drop still upside
down, but roll up half way
through, finishing upright !!
Liz and Lucille followed
Lee, who took them into
the first eddy between
drops. McMoan was left
with me !! Lucky man !? He
told me that we would just
run it straight down, so off he
went, I followed behind.
Going over the first drop it
pulled to the left, trying to
straighten up I went over the
second sideways, then upside-down, then rolled ! Lee
then brought Liz and Lucille
down to complete their run.
The paddle back to the car
park was nice and flat .
Keira, and Anna, the shuttle
bunnies for the day were
ready and waiting to give
all who needed to get their
cars, a lift back to the centre.
We all headed back to the
centres car park. It was
decided that the upper was
to be run again. This time
myself and Anna nervously
agreed to have a go !
Claire and keira were to be
spectator to this.
We all congregated at the
top, and two by two slid
down the ramp from a great
height and onto the river…
that was fun… but I wasn’t
allowed to stay there all
day! Andy was to lead
Anna and myself down while
the rest of the group followed after. Off we went.
First, there came The Graveyard, rightly named as all
you can see are rocks, and
I’m sure one of them had my
name on it !! The name of
the game is to try and avoid
them, which to our amaze-
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TRYWERYN
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20TH –22ND

MAY
the day before!

ment we did. Next was the
Ski jump. Andy led, and I
tried to follow, I say tried, as
half way down, the wave
flipped me over and as my
hands scrapped along every
rock all I could think of was
‘’this is a bit shallow! and I
must hold onto my paddles,
having not quite mastered
the art of hand rolling !!’’ On
reaching the bottom my roll
failed me and I swam. Unknown to me, as I was upside
down at the time, Anna had
also taken a swim, she had
managed to get through the
wave but the hole at the
bottom had grabbed her
turned her upside down and
spat her out without her boat
attached . Had I have know
we were both going to be
swimming, we could have
possibly salvaged our pride
and gone for a synchronised swimming routine!!
Anna’s shoulder was too
painful to carry on and
my hand was too fat to
hold the paddle. I thought
all injuries sustained by a
river in Wales were accompanied by a free
helicopter ride if you
were a member of the
KCC ?? We couldn’t hear
one coming so we scurried
off to get changed, then
headed up to where the
sweet smell of coffee came
from. The rest of the group
continued down. There were
a few swims that day, but all
survived. We headed back
to the Goat with big smiles
looking forward to the relaxing evening ahead !!!!!!!!
Saturday night.
We were joined that evening
by two other paddlers
known to some of the group
as Neil T and Alex P. Old
paddling buddies.

Everyone went off to do their
own thing, then rejoined later
at the bar area. It was quite
late when dinner was eventually served , so in the mean
time, most of the team had
started to sample some of
the amber nectar which The
Goat so kindly supplied, and
kept supplying and then kept
supplying some more. A few
team members were sensible
and decided that bed was a
better option so’s to have a
clear head for paddling the
next day. Others were not so
sensible!! Then came the
Aftershocks !!!! Luckily, aftershocks and my memory don’t

mix very well and I suddenly
became forgetful of events
which may have taken place
later into the night, so forgive me if my memory has
failed at this point.
Waking up in the morning
was a bit of a chore and
things felt a bit fuzzy, but
there was breakfast to be
had and a lot of fresh happy
smiling faces to see. We set
off back to the bar area, ‘It
wasn’t long ago that we had
just left it’ I thought? All sat
down again to the hearty
feast which had been put

before us, but this morning
the plates weren’t so full. I
wonder why?
The debate at breakfast was
whether to do the lower or
the upper, they decided on
the upper. We packed up
our gear and headed back
to the centre. Those who
where going to run it headed
up to the top, and those who
weren’t, through extensive
injuries and ailments, were
going to have a leisurely
day of it and spectate.
We shadowed the runners as
they headed down the river,
letting out a few whoops,
some aaarrhhs, and a
couple of ooooohhhh’s
!! It was exciting
watching them all paddling down, we ran
from one rapid to the
next, so we could capture them on camera,,
video or memory, I
think we were getting
as much exercise outside the boat as we
would being inside it,
but this way was safer !! The
team could have a little more
fun on the river today knowing that they didn’t have
another lengthy paddle
down to Bala. The play
waves were getting a lot
more use this time round.
After the first run, some of
the team decided to have
another run down. This time
there wasn’t much shadowing
, as a well deserved coffee
break was beckoning, we
settled down at the café
play wave to watch how it
should have been done had
we managed to get that far

The day was nearing its end.
Those who had come off the
river after the first run had
changed and were thinking
of making their way back
home, one of those persons
being Mr Dave Surman, who
had sniffed out a tea shop
from 10 miles away. Himself
and other tea shop enthusiasts, couldn’t wait any
longer, and headed off in
search of the Mighty Cream
Tea. Only a skeleton team
was left. After every one
was off the river and
changed, we all congregated at the café. Some
filling themselves with yet
another cup of tea and others, who definitely deserved
their first. We chatted
briefly about river tactics
and events that had taken
place over the previous two
days, putting a smile on all
our faces. Then we remembered the 3-4 hour drive
home !! We said our goodbyes, and headed off . I
had a great weekend, and
will definitely be back to try
and conquer the upper Tryweryn along with Anna, we
may not have got our helicopter ride, but we did get
ourselves a free ticket!
Thank you for the company
of: Andy Mac, Dave S, Dave
H, Wee Dave, Chris, Ben,
Simon, Lee, Neil, Alex, Anna,
Claire, Liz, Lucille, Keira. I
hope you all had fun.
Memories of a bear and
green boxers keep coming
into my mind……. must have
been a dream….!!

Lisa. Parke.
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Caption Competition Winning (and only) Entry

Caption describing picture
or graphic.

‘Dare Chris mention that the new Daragarossi cockpit is a little on the
large side.’ - Dave Hodgkinson

“To catch the reader's
attention, place an
interesting sentence or
quote from the story here.”

Lucille — Rajesthan Charity Bike Ride
In November I will be
taking part in a sponsored bike ride to raise
money for Age Concern
England and would
really welcome your support as I have commited
to raise £2000 for this
challenge.
The bike ride takes place
in Rajesthan, India and
consists of cycling 600km

Caption describing picture or
graphic.

For Sale
1 x Pollypipin (long
plastic boat good
for flat river paddling) for sale
£50.00. Contract
Glenda Baker on
01235 834283.

over 6 days with the
money raised helping to
alleviate problems of
isolation faced by many
older people in the UK.

found at
www.ageconcern.org.uk
and should you have any
questions please ring me
on 07891 909861.

I would be delighted if
you could sponsor or
make a donation to assist
me in this endevour. Further information about
this challenge in aid of
Age Concern can be

Thank you for any assistance you may wish to
give as the money raised
will make a big difference.

Inazone 230
Blue with a bit of
red. Full ww spec.
Usual scratches, but
in perfect working
order.
£300
Email Liz at
tizer_eyes@yahoo.
com

Lucille Savin
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From The Chairman
Last Orders Please.
Thanks to all those members who have ordered
either one of the standard items (T-shirt,
sweat-shirt, hoodie or hat
see last issue) or bespoke items (I am enquiring about prices for
these). This is your final
chance to be part of the
initial order and to take
advantage of the significant discounts – obtained
because the order will
be so large. Items will
be available in the future, but will cost more.
To ensure you are not

left out, I need your
choice of garment, size
and colour together with
a deposit of £5 per item
ASAP and before 10
July – The club meeting
on Wednesday 6 July is
a good time to order.
Thames Waterway Plan
Hopefully some of you
have heard of the
Thames Waterway plan.
This is now out for discussion. The plan has much
to say about sport and
recreation on and alongside the Thames and so I
believe we need to put

our case forward.
On the 11th July 2005
there is a meeting to discuss the plan at Bisham
Abbey at 7pm. On
Wednesday 6 July we
can discuss at the
monthly meeting and
decide whether we need
to make the effort and
go.

Download back issues from
the club website.

The plan is available to
view at http://
www.visitthames.co.uk

“This is your final chance to
be part of the initial order
and to take advantage of
the significant discounts –
obtained because the order
will be so large”

New Website
I have updated the
club website to go with
the new club logo. If
any one has any comments please let me
know at:
kcc.trasher@gmail.com
You can still download
full colour .PDF ver-

sions of the current
Trasher and back issues
from the site at http://
www.kingfishercanoecluk.
co.uk/trasher/
trasher.asp the following
details are required to
access the files:
Username: kingfisher

Password: hurley
If you have any issues
trying to access the site
please let me know
and I shall try my best
to help.
- Simon Knox

Magic Knees News
Sea kayaking

coast with 1,700 yachts
on the 'Round the Island' race, pitching up
at a deserted beach
just south of Bembridge. On the Sunday, we ran with the
tide down the Solent
back to base, dodging
various massive container ships, ferries and
yachts en route.

Yes, you heard it right.
Julia and I are, belatedly, buying sea kayaks after years of sea
kayaking
in
creek
boats.
Tomorrow
morning, we're going to
be driving down to
Pembrokeshire with my
play boat AND sea
kayaks on the roof
rack.
The weather was fantastic.
Last weekend, I joined
Mark R and friends for This was my first long
a circumnavigation of distance overnight sea
the Isle of Wight, a kayak trip, and you
thoroughly masochistic know what? I really
60 mile round trip. We rather enjoyed it. Most
set off from Keyhaven of my sea kayaking will
at 8.15pm on the Fri- consist of leisurely
day evening, rounded coastal rock hopping
Hurst Caste, ran with day trips with Julia, but
the tide to the Needles I don't think that'll be
by sunset and then my last epic trip. The
fought the tide in the boys are paddling to
moonlight to Freshwa- Lundy Island and back
ter Bay, where we 'fly this weekend and worcamped' on the Na- ryingly, the idea is
tional Trust cliff tops.
starting to appeal to
me. Fortunately, I'll be
On the Saturday we did in Pembrokeshire.
battle along the south

However, I do draw the
line at growing a beard.
Blast-a-thon
I was dismayed to discover
that
Marcus
edged me into second
place by 4 points and
that those 4 points
were awarded for doing
a hands only air guitar.
Doh! I wish I'd thought
of that!
Congratulations to Dave S for another very enjoyable
event.
Norway
MxHelix and I are off to
the Land of the Trolls
for more backache inducing boofing on 5
August, returning on
Sunday 21.
Chris Magic Knees 23
June 2005

Last Months Crossword Solutions
Across

Down

1

Water pistol trick (6)

1

Type of competitive canoeing (6)

5

Dipping your toes in the water (6)

2

River stretch that includes Surprise Surprise and Euthanasia
Falls (5,4)

3

Home territory for the KCC (6)

4

Annual freestyle competition for the KCC (9)

6
7

The editor thinks this Thames weir’s best on
three gates (6)
Mountains that feed the Dranse, Isere and Dora
(4)

8

Canoeists all want equal rights to credit (6)

5

9

Copeland’s musical tribute to canoeing and
cowboys (5)

1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
2
0
2
2
2
3
2
4
2
6
2
8
3
0

1
0
1
2
1
6
1
7
1
9
2
1
2
5
2
6
2
7
2
9
3
0

Computer geek becomes Athens medallist (6)
The Rodeo Grandude, he’ll be back (10)
Northamptonshire river (4)
A short spell of outdoor education (1,1)
The down part of a waterfall (4)
And 28 Down Magical place in Wales (5,4)
Master of the bowling alley (7)
And 30 South American venue for adventures
(5,4)
Biblical river in Cumbria (4)
African country of the Nile and Zambezi (6)
See 26 Across

Hungry fish (7)
Using the paddles as a rudder (1,6)
Canoeists hate to do this! (4)
Pennine river (4)
One of the colours on slalom gates (3)
Waterfall move (4)
Core activity of KCC (8)
Another type of chute (4)
Symonds place (3)
Watery course (5)
It keeps you dry (3)
See 21 across
Another name used for water vessels (5)

